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ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
Association of Great Britain and Ireland
ROTARY CLUB OF MELTON MOWBRAY

Notes from International Committee Meeting, 2nd April 2007 

Committee Members Present:
Joe Carrington
Richard Fisher
Mike Powderly
Pam Posnett
John Redwood

Item 1: Projects for 2007-08
Following John Dehnel’s email from yesterday discussions on 2007-8 projects was deferred pending resolution of the budget.

Item 2: Current Projects:
Philippines (John D):
No further update, scope of project will depend on funding.

Wider sourcing of hosp equipment (Richard):
RF is continuing this project, anticipating sending equipment to the Philippines.  JD is to discuss a “shopping list” with the Filipinos during his visit at Easter. Again dependent on funding outcome.

Spectacles (Joe):
On going. 205 additional pairs collected since our last meeting

Shoe boxes (Mike):
Mike is in discussion with Interact whether they can complete this project.  If not, he will distribute the boxes to the members of the committee for filling or disposal of the boxes; to include a list of acceptable items. The deadline for distributing any unallocated boxes to the committee was discussed and Mike advised he would do this at the end of October to ensure completion by year end.

Gap year bursary (Richard / Mike):
Mike has begun discussions aimed at holding an event soon after the start of term in September.
Water aid
No further update

AOB
Pam Posnett gave us an insight into some potential projects in India which she would like to investigate this year. They include education support for orphans in the school attached to the cathedral she visited, and help with breast cancer awareness. She has a Rotary contact in Delhi and will follow up to see which is the most appropriate local contact for any potential project.

Discussions have been had by Mike and Richard with the Belvoir club regarding their International activities. They are concentrating on a project in Africa which they hope will attract a matching grant and could extend over a few years. Mike had also found out that they may be offering some potential involvement for local gap year students, and will ensure that we tie our communication together to avoid any confusion with the Gap Year Bursary.

Information has been received on the work being done in Sri Lanka by the Kandy club. Tony Wakefield from the Stamford club has arranged for three members from Kandy to visit 1070 in late May and early June, and they are looking for possible speaker spots. RF will coordinate with Steve Jeal. They are also organising a book collection for the newly rebuilt schools and orphanages. RF will announce and coordinate at the next meting.

Item 4: Date of next meeting: Monday 30th April, Sysonby Knoll, after club lunch meeting. 


